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DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES
CONCERNING PRAYER, A MODEL FOR MAKING ONE’S
PRAYER LIFE MORE EFFECTIVE
by
James Levert Davis
The assumption of this study is that God created human beings with
the capacity for relationship with Himself. Prayer is a disposition and a
potentiality for that relationship. Prayer becomes one of the tools by
which we establish a relationship with God and God establishes an under¬
standable relationship with us. The purpose of this project is to
facilitate this relationship by helping others learn to effectively
communicate with God through the process of prayer» The underlying
principle is that the idea and need to pray starts with God.
Prayer is so unique that comments about it is Inevitable. But all
such comments, no matter how well-informed, are always beset with limita¬
tions.
J. Milton Yinger puts it best when he says, "Every man’s discussion
of prayer is at best only a shadow, a sketchy interpretation of the real
encounter with God."^
J. Milton Yinger, The Scientific Study of Religion,
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PREFACE
In this writer’s observation, the quest for relief from the stress
of modern life has led many away from the most reliable panacea of all—
prayer, because of a simple lack of knowledge as to how to pray
effectively.
In order to expose others to the Biblical teachings of what prayer
is, and one’s relationship to it, a prayer seminar was offered during
the month of September, 1984. This seminar was provided in order to
offer participants a course of study based upon their prayer practices





Every week this researcher receives many letters containing questions
and expressions of urgent needs from his congregation and his church's
county-wide radio ministry. The deepest need expressed in dozens of ways
is to learn how to pray with power.
He has kept a record of what people ask about prayer (see Appendix D).
These provided the basis for studying the theme of prayer in the scriptures»
The result was not only an opportunity to respond personally from the Bible
to each letter, but to do a series of lessons in direct response to the
questions people raisedo The fresh insight the Lord revealed to me about
the power of prayer is the thrust of this project.
What breathing is to our physical life, prayer is to one's spiritual
life. It is the very essence of the abundant life. Why then does one find
so many difficulties in prayer? Why does one have so many questions about
how to pray effectively?
This researcher is convinced that it is because of a profound
misunderstanding of prayer, who initiates it, and what should happen to us
when we pray. The purpose of this project is to expose my understanding of
what God meant prayer to be and what He has said about the secret of
dynamic conversation with Him when we pray, as revealed through my
investigation of the scripture.
1
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Prayer is more than saying one's prayers. It Is communion with the
Lord who wants to give one His mind, guidance, and power. Most of all. He
wants to give one the gift of Himself. He calls us into prayer to impart
that awesome gift.
There is a central concept that runs all through this project. It is
that prayer starts with God. He is the initiator. Instigator, and
inspiration of prayer. In his book. Spirituality for Ministry, Urban T.
Holmes expressed this same thought when he made the following observation
concerning prayer, "Christian Prayer is an expression of an individual's
,,2
unconcious.
The researcher is trying to weave this conviction throughout this
project. All chapters deal with the deepest needs and urgent questions
which people constantly ask about prayer. With the essential secret of
prayer as God's idea, this project deals with how to talk with Him, how
to make all of life a prayer.
Review of Literature
The spirituality of the Black elitist group appears to lack meaning,
power, and grounding. Even though they are more affluent, better educated,
better clothed, and better housed than any generation before them, there is
evidence of more self-destruction by this group than any of the so believed
less fortunate. This group finds spirituality to appear to be non-existent
within the walls of their churches.
Urban T. Holmes, Spirituality for Ministry, (New York: Harper and
Row, 1982), p. 133.
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Their church has become a mere pretense to be upheld for the outside
observero E. Franklin Frazier states:
Religion has become secular and practical in the sense that it
is no longer concerned with the mystery and meaning of life and
that it has become divorced from any real religious sentiment.
The church of the Negro masses, like the fraternal organizations,
is regarded as an instrument for the advancement of the interests
of the Black bourgeoisie, while the churches with which the Black
bourgeoisie affiliate are regarded as part of the social para¬
phernalia of this class. They give money to the churches of the
masses as an expenditure for good public relations.^
The contributions which they make to the churches with which they
themselves are affiliated have become a form of conspicuous consumption.
But they have little time or sympathy for the traditional religion of the
Negro as expressed in the spirituals. Such religion, according to their
view, belongs to the past which should be forgotten. The researcher is
aware through pasturing a local congregation that there are exceptions in
the Black elitist group who seek inner peace and release from conflicts
and turmoil by establishing a close, personal relationship with God. The
Black church, however, has failed in teaching its members how to effectively
communicate with God, so that this close relationship may be established.
This could possibly be one of the reasons this elite group pulls back from
the church.
Iris V. Cully supports the idea that people seek an intimate
relationship with God but, due to a lack of understanding and after, miss
the mark greatly^ She asserts that even though there are benefits connected
to a developed and mature relationship with God, these benefits are acquired
only through ones participation in a life-long learning process. We fail
E. Franklin Frazier, Black Bourgeoisie, (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1957), p. 111.
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to understand what can be done through prayer, what will be done through
prayer, and what the power of prayer may effect. We fail to receive the
benefits of prayer. We fail to participate in this spiritual exercise,
often times perceiving prayer as burdensome, pointless and futile. Cully
further states that ill-understood prayer may be used as a retreat from
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life instead of a strengthening of life. "The person who lapses into
subjectivity as a way of avoiding realities of the spiritual life is
retreating into privatism. This can be a comfortable way of avoiding
conflict."^
Not only is it possible to use prayer as a rationalization for the
avoidance of our duties as a whole, functioning human beings, but we may
also enter prayer with a selfish posture. 0. Hallesby states, "the natural
man looks upon prayer, too, in this light." How can I make use of prayer
to the greatest possible advantage for myself? This is the reason why the
natural man seldom finds that it pays to pray regularly to God. It requires
too much effort, takes too much time, and is on the whole Impracticable, for
the simple reason that one even forgets to pray. But when this same man
gets into trouble in one form or another and cannot help himself or get help
from anybody else, then he thinks that it might pay to pray to God. He then
prays to Him Incessantly, often crying aloud in his distress. And when God
does not put Himself at his disposal immediately and answer him, this man is
not only surprised, but disappointed and offended, dearly offended.
^Iris V. Cully, Education for Spiritual Growth, (New York: Harper and
Row Publishers, Inc., 1984), p. 14,
^Ibid., p. 86.
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The question then might be asked> why should there be a God if he is
not at the disposal of those who need Him? That God should exist for any
other purpose than to satisfy the selfish desires of men, does not even
occur to such people.
After an experience of this kind, many people are forever done with
prayer. When you cannot get what you ask for and in times of great need
even ask for imploringly, why should you pray?
These misconceptions are brought about by a lack of understanding of
the nature of prayer. These lack of understandings come from a lack of
teaching of how to pray.
There are some who would say that teaching prayer would detract from
the spontaneous spirituality. This clriticism is, however, unfounded.
This researcher sees Jesus, once again, being the role model for the
teaching ministry, having established one of the very first prayer seminars
on how to effectively communicate with God, our Father. Out of the many
requests that Jesus' disciples had of Him, the most prominent for the
purpose of this project is when they ask to be taught how to pray.
The Lord's Prayer is the prayer that Jesus taught his disciples. It
is found in both Matthew and Luke and in both places, it is in the context
of the disciples. Matthew (6:9-13) places it just after the Sermon On The
Mount, and Luke says that Jesus gave this prayer in answer to the request
of one of his disciples (Luke 11:1-4). It cannot be meaningful to one who
is not committed to Jesus Christ—it would be just a lot of words. Only a
'^O. Hallesby, Prayer (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1931),
pp. 119-120.
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person who understands what He Is saying and who is a disciple can sincerely
pray this prayer. It could rightfully be called the Disciple's Prayer.^
Further support to the teaching of prayer through the use of the
Lord's Prayer is found when looking at the study by Carolyn and William
Self at Wieuca Road Baptist Church, in Atlanta, Georgia. The following
observation was made: Jesus gave the disciples a pattern for prayer—
simple but very comprehensive. This was not just a liturgical form of words
8
to be repeated, but an outline for each individual to use his own way.
In understanding the posture of prayer one must understand the
primary starting point of prayer and that is that prayer starts with God.
Ray Steadman emphasizes the reason that the Lord's Prayer is used as a
model, is because it starts with "Our Father," thus placing God in the
9
position of the initiator of prayer.
Urban T. Holmes makes the following observations along these same
lines: "It (Christian Prayer) is an expression of an individual's
unconcious. . . A person's own inner life is drawn into consciousness
and becomes available to him or her in an unselfconscious manner.
Holmes' observation emphasizes the necessity of learning to completely
surrender ourselves before effective communication is possible and that
God is the implementor and the initiator of the conversation.
^Carolyn Shealy Self and William L. Self, Learning to Pray, (Waco:
Word Books, 1978), p. XX.
^Ibid. , p. 15.
^Ray C. Stedman, Jesus Teaches on Prayer, (Waco: Word Books, 1975), p. 56.
^*^Urban T. Holmes, Spirituality for Ministry, (New York: Harper and
Row, 1982), p. 133.
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There are precepts that lead to effective prayer that should be
observed at times. These components, if learned and practiced, can and
will lead to a more effective prayer life.
Douglas V. Steire, in what he considers practical perceptives,
suggests that the following ought to be included in one's preparation list









Educating the constituency of the church in the precepts and
practices of effective communication would be like empowering a people to
do a great work for God. This researcher concludes with a statement by
Iris Cully. She says, "All education is a process, an education in the
12
spiritual life continues throughout life." Once one learns how to
effectively communicate with God, one appreciates his conversation with
God, and God's conversation with him.
11
Douglas V. Steire, Dimensions of Prayer, (New York: Harper and Row,
1963), p. XIII.
12
Iris V. Cully, Education for Spiritual Growth, (New York: Harper and
Row Publishers, Inc., 1984), p. 14.
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Relationship to Theory of Ministry
r This project dissertation entitled Developmental Changes In
Attitudes and Practices concerning prayer: a model for making one’s prayer
life more effective through a teaching ministry and seminar is related to
this researcher’s theory of ministry through the following assumptions:
A. The church, wherever the community of the faithful is manifested,
is a symbol of God’s active participation in the lives of men and women
in an effort to liberate them from perceived self-worthlessness to
greatness in Jesus, which is accomplished through proper communications with
the master developer of life and personality, God himself.
B. The church uses the available resources to find creative, effec¬
tive ways of showing its constituents how to communicate their need and
concern to a God who has promised to respond.
C. The church seeks to deepen the spiritual life of its members.
Living in a tension-filled world, they quest for inner peace, which is
found through understanding prayer as a way of living, and not just a
routine act performed in a mechanical fashion.
Contribution to Ministry
As for the project’s contribution to the total ministry of the church,
the objectives are as follows:
A. To structure seminars to help people understand and develop one’s
spiritual life through effective communication with God.
9
B. To establish spiritual pilgrimage whereby Christians who are new
to the faith have an opportunity of learning from other Christians who
share peer group commonalities and who are more experienced in the process
of effective prayer.
Definition of Terms
Prayer. Prayer is the communion of the child of God with his Father
in heaven. It consists of adoration, thanksgiving, confession, and
petition. It is the natural expression of religious feelings; and God's
blessings are given in answer to our prayer.
Church. A symbol of God's active participation in the lives of men/
women to encourage creative, emotional, spiritual, and social development,




The African Methodist Episcopal Church was started in 1787 in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, by a group of disinherited Americans whose
forefathers came from Africa. The leader was a 27 year old "African",
Richard Allen. At that time, the word, "African", was used to designate
those persons whom we now call American Negroes or Colored People.
Richard Allen responded to the need of "Africans" for self-expression and
involvement in the service of the worship of God, and in society as a whole
The word "African" means that this church was organized by people of
African descent and heritage. It does not mean that this church was
founded in Africa; or that it is for people of African descent only. It
simply means that those Americans who founded it were of African descent,
and that fact is proudly recognized.
In the year 1787, Richard Allen, our founder, and a group of dark-
skinned Americans of African descent were forced to organize themselves
into a separate group for their own spiritual, social, educational, and
general growth and development. All of the ancestors of that day were
referred to as Africans. This particular group of Americans of African
13





descent, under the leadership of Richard Allen, constituted the first and
founding members of our church.
The A. M. E, Church is a member of the family of Methodist churches.
Richard Allen, the founder and first active Bishop, felt that no religious
group or denomination would suit the capacity of his people as well as
Methodism. He was impressed with its emphasis upon the plain and simple
gospel which the unlearned could understand, and its orderly system of
rules and regulations which the underdeveloped needed. He felt that
Methodism had what we needed to encourage us to make progress, to worship
God freely, and to fill every office which was available in church and in
our total community.
The word, "Episcopal", refers to the form of government under which
our church operates. The Episcopal form of government means that the chief
executive and administrative officers of our denomination are our Bishops.
Their authority is given them by the General Conference.
Stated briefly, their responsibilities are to oversee the spiritual
and temporal affairs of our church, including presiding over annual con¬
ferences, making pastoral appointments, ordaining deacons and elders
organizing missions, and generally promoting the Interests of the
denomination.
The Christian Church is a community of people who believes in God and
who have accepted Jesus Christ as the guide and master of their lives.
^^Ibld., pp. 21-22.




Those who make up the Christian Church believe that God, through Jesus
Christ, can transform individuals in such a way as to cause them to want
to be like, think like, and act like Jesus in every area of their daily
lives. They also believe that there is a divine power, referred to as the
Holy Spirit, which enables the willing person to become a true and effec¬
tive servant of God, as Jesus was a true and effective servant.
Jesus Christ is the spiritual head of the Christian Church. The
A. M. E. denomination, and the local church, represent an organized group
of Christian believers who study, learn, grow, serve, and further develop
itself into an effective Christian servant.
Mission Statement of the A. M. E. Church
Roger L. Shinn, in his work. The Educational Ministry of the Church,
asserts that the Christian Church irrespective of denominatlonallsm has one
18
ministry and mission, not many. The New Testament describes it as the
"ministry of reconciliation". Paul writes to the Corinthians that it is
the doing of God, "who through Christ" reconciled us to himself and gave us
the ministry of reconciliation (II Corinthians 5:18).
The mission of the A. M. E. Church is in no way different in its
beliefs about the oneness of purpose. It sees this one mission dissemi¬
nated into many facets. Listed below is the mission statement of the
A. M. E. Church. No part of the ministry can be isolated from the whole.
All facets are integral to the whole ministry.
1 n
Andrew White, Know Your Church Manual (Nashville: A. M. E. Church,
1965), p. 24.
1 8
°Marvin J. Taylor, An Introduction to Christian Education (Nash¬
ville: Abingolo Press, 1966), p. 11.
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Each local church of the African Methodist Episcopal Church shall
be engaged in carrying out the original free African society out
of which the A. M. E. Church evolved, that is, to seek out and
save the lost and serve the needy through a continuing program of:
(1) preaching the gospel, (2) feeding the hungry, (3) clothing
the naked, (4) housing the homeless, (5) cheering the fallen, (6)
providing jobs for the jobless, (7) administering to the needs of
those in prisons, hospitals, nursing homes, asylums, and mental
institutions, senior citizens’ homes, caring for the sick, the
shut-in, the mentally and socially? disturbed, and (8) encouraging
thrift and economic development.^^
This mission statement grows out of the founding history of our
church. It addresses the needs of people then and now. Prayer serves as
the foundation and source of strength through which these tasks are
accomplished with boldness and courage. This can be seen when one reads
the account of how Richard Allen and a small group of black worshipers were
kneeling in prayer when they were told to leave St. George's Methodist
Episcopal Church. Allen, as were most blacks, was certainly use to the
black conditions in 1787 America. Harassment, prejudice, and injustice
were a way of life for our people. But when their communication with their
God was interrupted within the confines of the church, more happened than
the mere ejection of some "uppity free Negroes" from the white worship
service. That incident was the very foundation of the A. M. E. Church.
Prayer, man’s instrument of communication with God, was incorporated
into the A. M. E. worship service. Allen and his followers knew the power
of communication with God. The service is punctuated with prayer, not for
the orchestration of the service. But to involve the worshipers with God
himself. The A. M. E. Church, from its inception, has taken prayer to be a
powerful sourch leading toward liberation.
1 Q




The study will focus on a sample group consisting of a portion of the
members of the congregations of three A. M. E. churches located in Tuskegee.
These three churches, and their respective congregations, represent
certain ideologies which are reflected in the method they choose to
communicate with God,
Washington Chapel A, M. E. Church is one of the leading churches in
Tuskegee. The church owns a 60-unit apartment complex. The property
owned by Washington Chapel A. M, E. Church, including several acres of
land is assessed at 4.7 million dollars.
St. James A. M. E. Church is located in one of the most exclusive
areas in Tuskegee. A frame building, St. James is assessed at $36,000.
St. Johns A. M. E. Church is located in the rural area of Tuskegee.
The location of Sto Johns reflects the occupations of the parishoners.
St, Johns A. M. E. Church is assessed at $19,000.
Educational Economic Background
Tuskegee, the home of Tuskegee Institute and the geographic and
political center of Macon County is located 40 miles east of Montgomery,
Alabama, on Interstate 85. It has a population of 12,174, counting some
2,800 students at Tuskegee Institute. Tuskegee ranks fifth from the top of
cities in Alabama having the highest percentage of college graduates.
Tuskegee Institute has an enrollment of 2,800 students, representing 29
states, the District of Columbia,'-and seven foreign countries. The
enrollment is predominantly undergraduates, and 45 degree-granting programs
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make up the curricula of seven major areas: College of Arts and Sciences;
Schools of Agriculture and Home Economics; Business; Education; Engineering
and Architecture; Nursing and Allied Health; and Veterinary Medicine.
There are 25 graduate programs, four educational specialist degrees, and
the Master of Architecture Degree. Tuskegee Institute has 174 Ph.Ds in
residence, 34 D.V.M.s and five M. D.s.
Tuskegee has two hospitals: John A. Andrew Hospital of 175 beds and
the Veterans Administration Medical Center of 1,912 beds. The medical
center employs 1,425 people on an annual payroll of $10,000,000. The
medical, dental, and surgical services conduct residency programs in
cooperation with Meharry Medical College of Nashville, Tennessee; Howard
University, Washington, D. C.; Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia; and the
Medical College of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama. In addition to the resi¬
dency training program, an affiliating nurses training program in
psychiatry is conducted at the Veterans Administration Medical Center.
Although downtown Tuskegee is in an embryonic state of development,
the city is a rapidly growing college community in a decreasingly
agricultural area. One industry, a garment factory employs 125 people.
The Alabama Exchange Bank and South Trust Bank of Tuskegee are the two
major banking institutions in the area. Citizens also have access to the
Tuskegee Federal Credit Union, the Tuskegee Federal Savings and Loan, and
the SEASHA Credit Union.
Local entrepreneurs are expanding and diversifying at an increasing
rate. Additionally, a number of nationwide retailers have outlets in
Tuskegee, with others investigating the possibility of Investing in
16
Tuskegee. The city has established a one-hundred acre site with adequate
utilities and road access for the location of industry. In addition, small
farms and businesses, mostly family-owned and operated, generate more than
20
$7,997,746 yearly.
Tuskegee has an abundance of black leadership and intelligence. She
boasts of a black mayor, black county officials, and a black sheriff.
Black physicians and nurses staff the hospitals, and black educators teach
in the schools and colleges. Black attorneys, ministers, and entrepreneurs
are positive role models Tuskegee can point to with pride.
Area Denominational Background
There are more than 27 churches located in the Tuskegee area. They
represent Methodist, Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Pentecostal, Holiness,
Seventh-Day Adventist, and Episcopal denominations. Twenty-three percent
of the church population is of the Methodist faith. The congregations of
Tuskegee area churches are also joined by students from Tuskegee Institute,
a four-year college.
Age Group Significance
The population of Tuskegee consists of basically very young,
middle-aged, and retirement age persons.
Many of the middle-aged population has lost its way. Those of that
age category of social revolution and progress in the area of civil rights
^^Tuskegee City Directory, (Richmond: R. L. Polk & Co., 1984): VII.
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have much to be proud of. Enormous strides were made in the area of
education and business. But every advance had a corresponding pitfall.
As the business and educational successes developed, they became uprooted
from their tradition and as a consequence, have very weak cultural roots
in the black or the white world. It is apparent from the satirical returns
that 49 percent of the persons that participated in this project did not
compare with the intended understanding of the black bourgeoisie or elite
group. They did not fit into this category for various reasons, such as
lack of education, income, social position, etc.
This factor however, does not alter their response to religious
traditions from those of the elite group. It does appear to the contrary
to heighten their desire to be more like that group which they seem to
respect, admire, and wish to emulate. It is almost as if to believe in
order to achieve, there is a certain way in which you are to respond.
E. Franklin Frazier states that "Black bourgeoisie cannot escape completely
from the religious traditions of the Negro masses, since many of those who
are achieving middle-class have come from the masses. They are often
haunted by the fears and beliefs which were instilled in them during their
21
childhood." He further states that "Negroes who were rising in the
social scale mainly because of education were seeking a form of religious
,,22
expression more in accord with their developed religious sentiments.
Frazier goes on further to say "They have little time or sympathy for the
91
■^E. Franklin Frazier, Black Bourgeoisie, (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1957), pp. 172-173.
^^Ibid., p. 110.
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traditional religion of the Negro as expressed in the spirituals. Such
religion, according to their view, belongs to the past, which should be
23
forgotten."
It has been the succeeding generation, the baby boomers, that have
inherited the disenfranchisement engendered by their parents without knowing
the way. The situation has been exacerbated by denial of the parents of
the traditional religious roots of the grandparents, as if the communi¬
cation methods of the grandparents were a family skeleton, to be kept
out of sight.
Theological Assumptions
Deepening the spiritual life has become important to people. Living
in a tension-filled world, they want release from anxiety. Theirs is a
quest for inner peace. People began to seek such peace through various
ways such as meditation, astrology, and yoga. The three churches in focus
in the Tuskegee area, Washington Chapel, St. Johns and St. James, are also
searching for an inner peace and relief from the torments of anxiety. The
congregations sought a path to tranquility through spiritually and enhanced
communication with God, They seemed unaware that this had long been a part
of their own Christian past.
As the black church became more educated, it separated itself from
the spiritual aspect of worship to center upon the social aspect of church.
It was no longer important to attend church, but to attend the "right"




reflecting our new social status. The earnestness of the congregation and
the sincerity of purpose of the worship service, however, was quickly
forgotten. E. Franklin Frazier alludes to this fact when he states,
"Religion has become secular and practical in the sense that it is no
longer concerned with the mystery and meaning of life and that it has
become divorced from any real religious sentiment. The church of the Negro
masses, like the fraternal organizations, is regarded as an Instrument for
the advancement of the interests of the black bourgeoisie, while churches
with the black bourgeoisie affiliate are regarded as the social para-
2A
phernalia of the class." Frazier goes on to say, "The Negro church has
two roots: one in the efforts of the free Negroes in the north to escape
from their inferior position in white churches and assert their Independence,
and the other in what has been aptly called the "invisible" institution on
25
the plantations during slavery."
Many in these churches labor under the same misapprehension, but they
use two different methods. The intellectual requires order and dignity in
his worship service. They cling to their pomp and ceremony, all the while
hoping that God will favor their offering and overlook their insincerity.
Their emotional brother pretends God receives their message through song and
shout. Their mothers knew not only how to "make a joyous noise unto the
Lord", she also knew why she raised up in adoration. The present, however,
is a different time.
rt J
Franklin Frazier, Black Bourgeoisie, (New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1957), pp. 110-111.
^^Ibid., p. 78.
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The Theological assumptions based on the above facts are:
1. For the most part, the three churches under discussion, have lost
so much of the meaning and sincerity of the worship service, they
have forgotten how to be effective in communicating with God.
2. Because of the pressures and tensions of modern life, they are
trying to regain their former innocence and learn how to more
effectively communicate with God and improve the quality of their
prayer.
3. They go through superficial performances. They pretend to
worship God. The intellectuals’ messages come fron their minds and
not their hearts. The more emotional worshiper tries to reach
God through the spiritual drama of his performance/worship
service.
4. In teaching how to make more effective contact with God, they are
not doing anything new to the service, but they are instead
bringing a contemporary method to the old style of prayer.
CHAPTER III
ACT OF MINISTRY; PRESUPPOSITIONS
Whenever tension ceases to exist between the church and the world,
one of two things has happened: either the world has been
completely converted to Christ and His way, or the church has
watered down and compromised its original heritage. In the latter
position, the church, due to its weakness, loses its influence and
is discarded,26
A compromised Christian life undoubtedly makes a person more prone
to anger. The example of Balaam illustrates this (see Numbers 22:
26-33). God allowed Balaam’s donkey to irritate Balaam, which
caused Balaam to pause in his wrong-doing to get angry at his
donkey. Balaam failed to see that the hand of God was behind
this irritation, trying to warn him. Thus when God needs to,
in his permissive will. He uses disappointments, hurts, and
suffering to get our attention. If we don’t get the message,
we may end up just getting angry.
Scope of the Study
The study will focus on how the effectiveness of prayer may be
enhanced by instruction, even though the seminar participants are involved
with their respective churches, and are desirous of further enlightenment
as is evidenced by their voluntary participation in the prayer seminar.
26^Clarence Jordan, Sermon on the Mount, (Valley Forge: Hudson Press,
1952), p. 41.
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The study will be limited in the following ways: the seminar
participants will be comprised of members of the A. M. E. church in the
Tuskegee area. Washington Chapel A. M. E., St. Johns A. M. E., and
St. James A. M. E. Churches. The seminar participants are assumed to be
Christians and the scripture is the foundation of their belief. The
long-range ramifications of the prayer seminar on the participants are
beyond the scope of this research. The design allows for seven possible
uncontrolled external variables: sincerity of the participants, maturation,
background of the participants, questionnaire response, statistical
regression, mortality, and Instrumentation.
The research design is the control group, pre-test post test, quasi-
experimental design.
By employing this design, the researcher may test the validity of his
observations about a particular group.
A pre-test was administered to the congregations of the three A. M. E,
churches, with the exception of those members under the age of 25. This
constitutes another limitation of the study, in that a course of study
addressing the needs of those under the age of 25 will not be developed at
this time. This researcher felt the needs of this age group to be quite
different from others in this area. The attitude was developed as a result
of conversing with what is considered a representative sampling.
Next, a treatment is administered. The treatment is, in this case, a
prayer seminar. This prayer seminar was offered to a volunteer group
comprised of volunteers from the congregations of the three A, M. E. churches.
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Following the treatment, the post-test was given to the three
congregations, once again excluding the under 25 population. The post-test
differs from the pre-test only in the color of the paper the questions are
printed on: white for the pre-test and blue for the post-test. The
seminar participants are requested to place the letters, SP, in the upper
right hand corner of the white pre-test and the blue post-test. In this
fashion, the researcher can determine the effects, positive, negative, or
negligible, of the prayer seminar on the seminar participants.
Delimitations
The study included certain topics on the art of prayer. These topics
Included (1) prayer starts with God, (2) the eight steps to effective
prayer, and (3) prayer, a way of living.
Under the heading. Prayer Starts With God (see Appendix A), discussed
the fact that the answer is prepared before we pray. He is the implementor
of prayer and that all inspiration comes from Him.
The eight steps to effective prayer Included: adoration, contrition;';
thanksgiving, commitment, meditation, intercession supplication, and
dedication.
The topic, "Prayer: A Way of Living", had subheadings that Included
the whenever of prayer, the wherever of prayer, and the whatever of prayer.
The purpose of the seminar was to instruct the participants on the




The seminar met each Wednesday night during the month of September
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The three A. M. E. churches hosted a session.
At times it was necessary or desirable to devote the greater part of a
weekly session to one area, or even a part of one area in which case, the
leader must ensure that, in subsequent meetings, the balance between the
areas was restored. There were no hard and fast rules for this; but during
the four weeks there was no area of formation emphasized to the neglect of
the others.
Each meeting began and ended with a prayer. The closing prayer was
in the form of specific concerns agreed by the group, or individual concerns
expressed by the members, reinforcing techniques learned in the sessions
(see Appendix D).
There were no assigned texts or resources for the groups; the meetings
were primarily reflective; group leaders provided appropriate resources when
the need arose. Each participant was, however, encouraged to maintain his
or her own Individual journal, strictly for personal benefit.
The seminar program encompassed three specific topics: (1) Prayer
Starts with God, (2) Eight Steps to Effective Prayer, and (3) Prayer is a
Way of Living. The last session entailed a wrap-up and review session, a
questionnaire or survey taken, and an evaluation period. As stated before,
these seminars were held at each of the three churches, on each Wednesday
during September of 1984, between the hours of 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Session one took place on Wednesday, September 5, 1984, 7 p.m., at
Washington Chapel A. M. E. Church. The topic was Prayer Starts With God.
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This session revealed that prayer, the need for prayer, the idea of prayer,
even the desire to pray, all start with God. One does not have to voice
exactly the right words or have lived a perfect life in order to be allowed
to ask for God’s attention.
The desire to pray was a direct result of God's deisre to talk to us.
It is Mis gift to us. The expression, "all things work for good for those
who live in His will," is a most apt example of God initiating the need for
prayer. The crises and trials that Christians encountered were merely
God's attention through which He sought our attention.
There were three subheadings to be discussed under the topic. Prayer
Starts With God. They were: (a) The answer is prepared before we pray;
(b) He is the implementor of prayer; and (c) Inspiration comes from Him.
A. The Answer is Prepared Before We Pray. The researcher related to
the seminar participants, directly or through a group leader, the spiritual
passages supporting the assertion. The answer was prepared before we
prayed. Among these scriptural passages were Isaiah 64:24 and Isaiah 64:12.
Next, the scriptural statements were supported by the interpretations of
some of the most prolific Christian minds of all time. But most Important
was the personal experience of the researcher, as told to the seminar
participants. It was demonstrated in behavior therapy workshops, such as A. A.,
that personal testimony by a respected authority engenders interest and
enthusiasm, as well as dispelling doubts about one's own abilities and
potentials, thusly encouraging the participation of the group members.
B. He is the Implementor of Prayer. In this session, the researcher
introduced several new ideas supported by scriptural passages from John.
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These ideas reassured the participants and the researcher and gave them
confidence in their prayer and petition. Most dramatic was the assertion
that in the translation of the Bible from Greek to English, some of the
intensity of the meaning of certain passages was lost. Among those
passages diluted by the semantics of translations was the assurance by God of
our freedom to speak with boldness.
Once more, relying on the gospel according to John, the researcher
reveals that God first loved us and that He calls us to salvation. He
would not call us and then refuse to listen.
G. Inspiration Comes from Him. The basis for this assertion is
Romans 8:26-30. This passage confirms the assertion that inspiration comes
from God. It was explained to the participants the principle of starting
at the result and working backward to the source. We are called and
appointed by God, according to his predestined plan. These assertions are
supported not only by scripture, but also by Greek interpretation of the
Bible. The seminar continued with statements concerning Christians being
born in Christ's image, way, and will. He has not abandoned Christians to
their own means. He has a purpose for each of them based on his divine
plan for all of them. This statement was supported by Paul, in his letters
to the Galatians.
The first seminar concluded with a statement on the scriptures being
the basis for everything said previously and everything to be said in
later seminars, followed by a prayer and a short fellowship.
After the first session, the form of the meeting was for the leader,
beginning with himself, to ask each member in the group to volunteer to
describe how they had practiced the use of the information received the
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week before. In this respect, the group processed was thus catechetical,
question and answer, with the leader exercising facilitative responsibility
for covering all points of accountability.
Session two was Wednesday, September 12, 7 p.m., at St. Johns A, M. E.
Church. The topic discussed was Eight Steps to Effective Prayer.
Before the seminar began, a short voluntary testimony period took
place, whereby participants were given the opportunity to share with the
other group participants how they had been affected by the previous seminar.
Next, the instructor covered the eight steps to effective prayer.
These eight steps were: adoration, contrition, thanksgiving, commitment,
meditation, intercession, supplication and dedication.
Under adoration, the group participants were told the purpose of
adoration, in that they aligned their thoughts according to God's purpose
through the act of adoration. The participants were shown that adoration
is a means of reminding them that God is the initiator of the conversation;
adoration putting the event and its participants in perspective.
Adoration prepares the Christian for the next step, which is contrition.
This was the next step told to the participants. The participants were
taught the Hebrew and Greek meanings of contrition, which, once known,
reveal the nature of humble apology to God. The participants were instructed
as to how to discover their own motives in wrong doing, a self-revelatory
experience the value of which cannot be measured.
Contrition leads naturally into the next step—thanksgiving. The
participants were told (though this step is almost self-revealing), that
thanksgiving is not simply counting our blessings but realizing and
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recognizing the greatest gift of all—the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross.
The participants were taught that God's gifts to us can be easily taken for
granted—life, health, one's children, food, clothing and shelter. The
participants were reminded of the Lord's appreciation of our appreciation.
The next topic to be covered was commitment. This is of crucial
importance to the researcher and the participants as well. The partici¬
pants were told the power of commitment in effective prayer.
The logical progression behind commitment is meditation. The researcher
taught that meditation is creative listening. When one asks "Lord what do
you want me to do?" He answers, the most complicated problems are solved
through meditation.
The participants were told the secret of intercession and supplication.
One's task during prayer for one's self or for others is to listen for
his intercession. The participants were assured of His divine intercession
and supplication.
Finally, the participants were told the power of positive action
through dedication. We must implement what we pray for.
The seminar was then closed with a prayer and a brief fellowship.
Session three began September 19, 1984 at 7 p.m. at St. James A. M, E.
Church. The subject of the session was Prayer as a Way of Living.
In this seminar, the participants learned through scripture and
example, that one can pray at anytime, and literally all the time.
The seminar began with a voluntary personal testimony period, during
which the group members were invited to share any experiences they found
beneficial to themselves with the other group members.
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Next, the group was instructed as to the value of the three topics;
the whenever of prayer, the wherever of prayer, and the whatever of prayer.
As before, all assertions were scripturally supported.
God has no "business hours", and prayer to Him is not confined to
church, supper, and bedtime. The participants were instructed as to the
nature of prayer to an omnipotent God; and God that bestows grace, faith,
wisdom, discernment and insight. God speaks to us and we speak to Him
"whenever" we want.
The participants learned that it was Paul who challenged us to pray
everywhere. God, Himself, is everywhere and all-knowing. He is inescapable.
The lesson experience of the whatever of prayer is the scripturally
supported message that God may be approached as a friend. With one's
friends, Christians can talk about anything; what makes them happy, what
makes them sad, what hurts or upsets them and what gives them joy.
Christians share their defeats and triumphs with friends. The seminar
participants were instructed that God is a true friend—a friend that is
aware of our shortcomings and loves us not only in spite of them, but because
of them.
The third session closed with a short prayer and fellowship.
The final session was held Wednesday, September 26, 7 p.m. at
Washington Chapel. This was the final session of the prayer seminar. The
leader summarized the material of the preceeding sessions with the group.
The post-test was then administered, followed by an evaluation and wrap-up
and review period. A fellowship celebration was enjoyed by the group.
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Participant Profile
There were 186 persons to take the pre-test survey. There were 16
persons out of 186 who did not take the post-test survey.
There were 111 participants who preregistered for the seminar;
however, only 83 of that number participated in the project. For reasons
varying from work schedule to not having a baby sitter; four of the 83
withdrew from the seminar the first week. Of the 83 participants, 57 were
female participants and 21 were male participants, or 68.67 percent were
female and 31.33 percent were male participants. All target age ranges
were represented in the group. Table 1 represents the distribution of the
participants age classification.
With regards to marital status, all persons listed their status. It
is also worth noting that 14 of the participants pointed out that this
seminar was a family affair. In other words, their spouses and siblings
were Involved in this project with them. Table 4 reflects this
distribution.
Summary
This section on participant profile has sought to indicate how many
students participated in the seminar, what percent of the participants were
males and what percent were females. It has also sought to give an
indication of the participants marital status, educational level, and church
affiliation.
TABLE I
SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS OF AGE GROUP CLASSIFICATION
NO. OF
AGE GROUP PARTICIPANTS% OF TOTAL
25 - 35 Years of Age 24 12.5
36 - 45 Years of Age 19 18.7
46 - 55 Years of Age 14 27.7
56 - 65 Years of Age 16 20.5
66 - or More Years 11 20.7
Those persons who participated in the seminar represented a cross-section of the three churches
participating. Table 2 reflects the breakdown.
TABLE 2
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS BY CHURCH AFFILIATIONS
CHURCH
NO. OF
PARTICIPANTS % OF TOTAL
St. James A. M. E. 25 33.73%
St. Johns A. M. E. 9 10.84%
Washington Chapel A. M. E. 51 61.45%
N = 83





PARTICIPANTS % OF TOTAL
Less than a high 0 0 %
school diploma
A high school diploma 3 3.7%
A Bachelor's Degree 42 51.85%
A Master's Degree 22 27.16%


















The data was collected by using a Likert-type five point scale with a
21 item questionnaire. This questionnaire was developed to sample survey
recipient opinions of or on prayer. All of the items were closed which
made the questions more manageable and comprehensive (see Appendix C). In
order to acquire personal data such as sex, age, and education level, this
researcher has compiled a separate questionnaire with that information (see
Appendix C).
When administering the questionnaire, those willing to respond were
greeted by three registers at each one of the churches. When given the
questionnaire, they were asked if they would be willing to participate in
the Seminar on Prayer. The questionnaire of each person willing was marked
with an S for Seminar Participant. All respondent questionnaires were
assigned a number at the time of the first questionnaire or pre-test. This
number was told to each respondent. The same number was placed on the
second questionnaire or post-test.
This I. D. numbering system Insured the accurate comparison of each
participant’s pre-test responses with his own post-test responses.
The prayers of some of those who participated in the seminar were
transcribed from the tapes of actual worship services. This provided a
sampling of the style of prayers before the seminar. There were also
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written prayers shared as results of each one of the sessions. Finally,
there were prayers shared by these same participants after the seminar was
concluded (see Apendix D).
Data Analysis
A computer analysis of the data was done by using a detailed data
description program. The specific program used was the SPSS. This
particular computer analysis provides the use with summaries of the measures
of dispersion, range, variance, standard deviation, and semi-interguartlle
range (see Apendixes E, F, G, H).
From this computer analysis, this researcher will have the capacity
to compare the pre-test responses with the post-test responses. This com¬
parison is done within the categories of age, sex, educational level. The
researcher will not only be able to see the similarities of the respondents
in these categories, but also compare differences. He will be able to
determine what affect the Prayer Seminar has had on its participants by
seeing the change in the response.
Findings of the Study
In comparing the pre-test results with the post-test results of seminar
participants only, the findings revealed that there was a considerable
change in the attitudes concerning prayer and prayer practices. There was
considerable deviation in all the responses to all 21 questions with the
exception of item number 4. This statement indicated one should pray for
more strength, rather than for the absence of difficulties. To this state¬
ment, there was no significant change in the pre-test/post-test response.
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This means the pre-test and post-test results alike reflect full agreement
or agreement with the statement number 4. See computer print-out in
(Appendixes E, F. G, H) for further detailed results.
In comparing the post-test results of the nonseminar participants
with the post-test results of the seminar participants, there was a
significant difference in the post-test responses of those who took the
seminar and those who did not take the seminar. There were considerable
deviations in the responses to all 20 questions with the exception of numbers
6, 12, and 14. There was agreement on statement number 6 which stated "In
prayer, there is no human condition Jesus cannot meet; He is the answer to
all of life's needs, frustrations, and problems." There was neutral response
in statement number 12, which stated, "Prayer is essentially a form of
judgement to which we subject ourselves in the presence of God." There was
agreement on statement number 14, which stated, "Generally, people pray out
of a sense of human need rather than a sense of gratitude for one's
blessings." These findings serve as another means of support for the
seminar. See computer print-out in Appendixes E, F, G, and H, for further
detailed results.
In using sex as a means of correlation, the pre-test of nonseminar
females were compared to the pre-test of nonseminar males. It was dis¬
covered from this correlation, there was no significant difference in any
of the items. (See Appendixes E, F, G, and H) for more detailed results.
When comparing the post-test of nonseminar female participants to the
post-test of male nonseminar, there was little significant differences.
See Appendixes E, F, G, and H for more detailed results.
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With the exception of the aforemention deviation, there appeared to
be no significant change in the item from the other category. Appendixes
E, F, G, and H are available for review. They will offer any additional
data needed.
Implications
From reviewing the material, the following inferences may be made.
First of all, those students who had participated in the prayer seminar had
acquired knowledge which aided them in their development of a more effective
prayer life; they were exposed to an opportunity of open exploration in what
prayer and praying can mean. However, this does not mean that this re¬
searcher is not mindful of many of the outside variables which could have
cause for such a change at this point in life.
Secondly, the pre-test responses as compared to the post-test
responses suggest that many of the participants came with a strong opinion
on most issues.
Thirdly, the response of the participants as it related to education
indicates that the educational level of the participant had no significance
in the case of their response.
The findings may also suggest that those persons in the age group 56
and older found themselves less willing to alter their present position on
prayer. Therefore, if this study is to be attempted by others, ages 25 to
56 made the greatest change in terms of being able to see the variance and
degrees of change on the post-test.
Finally, when analyzing the prayers xnritten by the participants
before, during, and after the seminar, the following Inference may be made.
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All of the written prayers seem to have incorporated most of the
eight steps in making prayer more effective which were shared during the
seminar. This would suggest the seminar may have served as a catalyst to
bring the use of these eight steps to the conscious level of these partici¬
pants while praying.
A Case Study
The first case focuses on a 30 year old male; he has a Master’s
Degree in Library Science and is married with two children. He is employed
by Tuskegee Institute as the archivist. He is a member of Washington
Chapel A, M. E. Church. On the participant’s pre-test questionnaire, there
were two items singled out. The first item is number 14 on the pre-test,
post-test. This researcher chose number 14 because of the meaning that the
participant’s response implies. He states, "Generally, people pray out of
a sense of human need rather than a sense of gratitude for one’s blessings."
To this item, he responded with complete agreement on the pre-test. On the
post-test, however, he completely disagreed. The Implication is
that for him, at least in the context of the pre-test, prayer serves as a
means of getting what one needs and gratitude comes at the receipt of the
gift.
The second item is 15 on the pre-test/post, "prayer begins with
adoration." His response was that he strongly disagree. The implication
is that his starting point is somewhere else other than adoration. It
suggests looking at the question under consideration prior to this, may be
that of "give me." On the post-test the individual changed his responses
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from strongly disagree to completely agree. The changes which appear on
his post-test questionnaire indicate that the seminar experience did serve
as an empowering experience, and this altered his attitude, construing
prayer practices.
It is possible, at least in part that this young man's turning point
grew out of two of the session's lectures. This researcher told of an ex¬
perience he had while taking a course in creative conversation. The key he
rediscovered was that there can be no deep exchange with another person
until we have established the value of that person to oneself. Just as
profound conversation with another person results from our communicating
that person's worth to us, so too, we become receptive to what God wants to
do in our lives when we have taken time to tell Him what He means to us.
This researcher reminded him not to hurry through adoration. Everything
else depends on it. Tell God what He means to you, pour out your heart in
unhurried moments of exultation. When one learns how to adore God, one
understands that there is always something God has already done that he can
be thankful for.
Analysis of the Activities
First of all, the seminar is designed to demonstrate to the partici¬
pants what this researcher understands to be God's place as the implementor
of prayer. In learning God's role in the practice of prayer, we become
better prepared to expedite the will of God. We learn how to pray for what
God wants.
Secondly, the participants were instructed in the eight steps to
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effective prayer. The eight steps served as a spiritual checklist, giving
the Individual a virtual road map to effective communication with God.
When an Individual was Instructed In how to enhance his performance on a
particular activity, he approached that activity with a spirit of confidence
and joy. Therefore, when the seminar participants were instructed in the
necessary components of prayer, as interpreted from the scripture by this
researcher, they entered prayer with pleasure instead of acting out of duty.
They prayed more often because they got more out of prayer.
Finally, the training of the seminar participants led to a core group
of enthusiastic Christians, enhancing the possibilities of the information
presented in the seminar spreading throughout the three churches and the
community at large. This may result in repeating the prayer seminar, the
training of seminar moderators, and instructors, and the institution of the
prayer seminar as a feature of church ministry.
Conclusion
Before the seminar experience, the productivity of these participants’
prayer lives, at least with regards to the pre-test, was not supportive in
that they did not understand how to communicate with the most effectiveness.
The outside is not what allows for contact. The seminar revealed the lack
of knowledge of the checklist which is necessary to communicate effectively
with God through prayer. The post seminar experience, on the other hand,
indicates that these particular participants did experience some adaptive
growth in their attitudes about prayer. In the context of these cases,
movement toward an attitude that one who prays is open to who God is.
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expresses respect for God’s being, and shares in wanting what God wants
for the world. The prayer begins with a response to God from the mind,
the emotions, and the will of the one who prays. One’s physical needs, one’s
relationships, the struggles of one’s existence—the whole of one’s life,
is appropriately shared openly with God.
Integration of Ministry Theory
Into The Seminar
The seminar was an example of the writer’s theory of ministry being
integrated into a seminar setting and actualized. This actualization
occurred in the following ways. First of all, the church must use the
available resources to find creative ways of increasing the sense of
selfworth in such a way that addresses individual’s conditions of estrange¬
ment in a complex society. This estrangement is so often brought about as
a result of the affluent of the few and the deprivation of the many
exacerbated by a constant bombardment from television, print, and radio.
That emphasis from the media is upon the getting, not upon the being. He
who has nothing, is nothing. These powerless, faceless nobodies comprise
the majority of the population of the world. This seminar presents itself
as a model by which these same nameless, faceless people may tap into a
source of power with no limit. This seminar is a tool of education, designed
to reach Christians the steps toward the liberation found in prayer. This
liberation that lets one know the abundant power they have because they are
connected to the power bank through prayer. This researcher is aware of the
limitation of the instrument (post-test) in that it may measure only what
was learned from the seminar. The reason for this limitation is not
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totally due to the structure of the Instrument. The final request of the
instrument is an open invitation to share one's own concerns about Prayer.
There were no responses to either of these returns. This researcher
believes this can be contributed to the fact that people generally don't
like to take time out to write.
Secondly, the church, as a symbol of God's active participation in the
lives of contemporary men and women, is called to foster the understanding
of one's partnership with God in divine activity. Effective prayer is always
asking God for direction for what is His will in one's prayer. This step
toward effective prayer enables one to understand that you pray for God's
will, you then become a partner in God's production of life. You are
therefore a person on a divine mission with a divine purpose. Consciousness
of the importance of one's role in God's plan can Increasingly enable
individuals to become creatively empowered as they confront the contradic¬
tions and pressures of modern living. The theological foundation of the
seminar served as an example of the church's teaching in empowering them
with a greater sense of divine partnership and employment.
Finally, the church, wherever the community of the faithful is
manifested, is a symbol of God's active participation in the lives of men
and women in an effort to liberate them from growth-diminishing conditions,
to growth-enhancing conditions.
The content and context of the seminar focused on encouraging
participants to place God at the center of prayer in every way, from what
Christians ask in prayer to when Christians pray. Through discussion,
research of the scripture, bringing one's own experience and self to bear,
and actually praying, participants could experience growth-enhancing
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attitudes which could deepen their social development and emotional
attitudes. This in turn helps them to realize their own self-worth and
connection to God's master plan for His world.
Need for Further Study
It is the feeling of the researcher that prayer is vital to living
more effectively in God's will. When the individual is one with his
creator, his every act is a spiritual expression. The most effective way to
become aware of one's oneness with God the creator is through prayer.
It is doubtful that the attitudes and enthusiasm of the seminar
participants would remain at the same level without diminishing overtime.
Periodic renewal, through active participation as a student taking a
refresher course or as an instructor/moderator, would serve as a spiritual
booster shot. The active duty of the church is to seek out and save the
lost and needy, but she should not forget those who grew up in her bosom,
and were never taught how to talk to God. It is the opinion of the
researcher that the prayer seminar should be offered at least annually.
Proj ections
This particular section will give an indication of how ministry may
be an enabling instrument for Christians. It is intended that the following
paragraphs will Identify areas where Christian individuals can find fertile
ground where they can continue to be nurtured beyond the seminar experience.
The first area of ministry that can be considered to foster effective
prayer is worship. In the context of the worship experience, it is the
researcher's opinion that the worship service offers occasion for growth in
prayer enhancement. The service, through hymn, sermon and scripture, pro-
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vldes distinct examples of the eight steps to effective prayer. The
service is a strong reinforcer to the material taught in the prayer seminar.
Secondly, the sermon can enable the seminar participants in their
prayer growth. The sermon, when based on scripture, provides a constant
reinforcing reminder of God*s love, all-knowing wisdom, and power. An
individual trained in effective prayer will receive more from his worship
service and his prayer life will be enhanced because of the sermon.
Thirdly, the group experience can offer individuals encouragement in
prayer enhancement. In a church and community setting, socializing and
communicating with other members of a shared experience can have a strong
reinforcing effect.
Lastly, pastoral counseling is the fourth area of ministry, where
individuals may enjoy the opportunity of continuing the process of
developing prayer enhancement. This means that an individual mutual helping
relationship is established. In this way, it is hoped that individuals may
confer with a trained minister in making prayer more effective. This
aspect is historically associated with Christian ministry. The minister,
himself, also benefits because one learns best by teaching.
It is important to point out that the researcher has identified areas
of ministry that can encourage Individuals to continue on their path toward
enhanced communication with God.
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I. Prayer Starts With God
The researcher wants to share a revolutionary thought. It has changed
his life. His whole perception of prayer has been transformed by it. As a
result, his prayers and praying have become more exciting than ever.
The researcher has been a Christian for only 17 years. Far too many
of those years were spent with a totally Incorrect conception of prayer.
He labored with the misapprehension that prayer was his idea, that conver¬
sation with God was initiated by him. That idea took on the heavy baggage
of believing that he had to get God's attention and that He would listen and
respond if he said the right words and led a life worthy of His condescension.
Prayer became burdensome, laborious. Often the researcher was reluctant to
pray when he needed it the most because of things he did or said which made
him feel ashamed or embarrased by a less than perfect life. The conception
that prayer was initiated by his moods and spiritual readiness.
Then one day a few years ago, he found a combination of scriptures
from the Old and New Testaments which exploded the tight, constricted, and
limited view of prayer he had held. They all thundered forth a truth which
he desperately needed to learn and live.
Stated simply it is this: prayer starts with God. It is His idea.
The desire to pray is the result of God's greater desire to talk with us.
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He has something to say when we feel the urge to pray. He is the initiator.
The keen desire to begin and end the day with prolonged prayer is His gift.
The sense of need to pray for challenges or opportunities throughout the day
is because He has wisdom and insight He wants to impart. When one faces
crises and suddenly feels the urge to pray for strength, that feeling is a
response to the Lord's invasion of our minds which triggers the thought of
needing help which is congealed into the desire to pray. He, not you, was
the author of the longing for His help.
The researcher wants to share these scriptures with you which have
caused the renaissance in his prayers. The message they convey tells us
something magnificent about God and the wondrous way He has created us for
communion and conversation with Him. He is the instigator, implementor, and
inspiration of prayer.
A. The Answer is Prepared Before We Pray
The first is Isaiah 65:24. Listen to what the Lord Himself says about
prayer. "It shall come to pass that before they call, I will answer; and
while they are still speaking, I will hear."^ This tells the researcher that
the answer to one's prayer is prepared before we pray. The desire to talk
to the Lord about one's needs comes from Him. Prayer begins in the mind of
God, invades one's mind, is formulated into a clarification of what He wants
to do or give, and then is articulated in words. He is more ready to hear
than one is to prayI
^King James Version, Holy Bible, (Camden, New Jersey, 1970), Isaiah
65:24.
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The propitious promise of the Lord was made in response to an
2
excruciating question asked by Israel, recorded in Isaiah 64:12. The people
had sinned and felt the judgement of God. They were distant from Him; He
had never left His people. Their sorrow had reached its height when they
cried out "wilt Thou keep silent. . .?" The response of grace was mediated
through the prophet. There will come a time when not only will the Lord
answer, but His answer will precede the petition, and prayer will be the
response of God's call rather than just His response to our call. This
prophetic revelation of the nature of prayer is in anticipation of the
messianic age when God Himself would come to reconcile and redeem His
people. The people to whom Isaiah wrote never fully appreciated the
wondrous offer God made in this statement. It was only after the incarnation
and Pentecost that a new creation was prepared to appropriate it. It was
not until the liberation of the bondage of the will took place on Calvary
and the new creatures in Christ were filled with His Spirit at Pentecost
that a new Israel, the church, was born and could accept and utilize the
awesome promise the Lord had made so long before.
Thomas Carlyle once said, "Prayer is and remains a native and deep
3
impulse of the soul of man." That sounds lovely, but this researcher
doesn't believe it. No one naturally desires to pray. One's volitional
capacity is debilitated until one is loved, liberated, and regenerated by
Christ. It is after one has been transformed by the cross and filled with
the Spirit that one can experience the enlivening of the. . . "native and
deep impulse" to pray. And even after one has been forn again, it is the
^Ibid., Isiah 64:12.
\ouglas V. Steire, Doors Into Life, (New York: Harper & Row, 1918), p. 106.
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Lord who motivates one to pray. It is part of His prevenient, beforehand
grace. Not even the longing for God is ones accomplishment. It is birthed
in one's soul by the Lord who created us for communion with Him.
Commenting on this promise in Isaiah, Luther said, "Our prayer pleases
God because He has commanded it, made promises, and given form to our
prayer. For that reason, He is pleased with our prayer. He requires it
and delights in it, because He promises, commands, and shapes it. . . Then
He says, 'I will hear'. It is not only guaranteed, but it is actually
already obtained."^
B. He Is the Implementor of Prayer
At the same time this researcher was pondering the implications of the
Lord's offer in Isaiah. He led him to rediscover another passage which
deepened his understanding of that promise. He read I John 5:12-15 with new
eyes in his heart. The Lord comes to one as the implementor of prayer. The
Apostle John asserted the secret of dynamic praying in the context of one
life in Christ. "He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son
of God does not have life" (v. 12).^ The Apostle wanted his readers in the
early church to be sure of their relationship, now and forever, in Christ.
He went on to state the reason why he had written: "That you may know that
you have eternal life, and that you may continue to believe in the name of
the Son of God" (v. 13)
'^Hilton Oswald, Luther's Works, Isaiah, (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1975), vol. 17, p. 393.
^King James Version, Holy Bible, (Camden, New Jersey, 1970), I John 5:12
^Ibid., I John 5:13.
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For John, the Son was Immanuel, God with us, and continuing with us to
guide us. His Christian life was not an anxious searching for the Lord but
moment by moment response to His impinging, invading imminence. Then in
verses 14 and 15, John sounds the same joyous note we heard in the Isaiah
promise. "Now this is the confidence that one has in him, that if one asks
anything according to his will, He hears one. And if one knows that He hears
one, whatever one asks, one knows that one has the petitions that one has
asked of Him."^
The researcher quickly checked the Greek text to review words he had
studied so often before. Now they come alive in new vitality and freshness.
The words for "confidence" and "in Him" leaped off the page. Confidence is
perresia in the Greek. The word means boldness. It is a compound word made
g
up of pan-all, and ressia—to tell, meaning freedom to speak boldly.
Prayer is freedom to speak freely and boldly to the Lord who hears
one's prayer. But then the researcher discovered again that the English
translation of the next words does not catch the exciting implication of the
original Greek. The confidence one has in prayer is what "one has in Him."
9
Pros is from prosopton, "face." Prayer, for John was face to face communi¬
cation with Christ as a part of the eternal quality of life one has in Him
which gives us boldness. Face to face, first we listen to Him intently and
then we can speak with intrepidity.
^King James Version, Holy Bible, (Camden, New Jersey, 1970), I John
5:14-15.
^Henry Snyder Gehman, The New Westminister Dictionary, (Westminister
Press, 1978).
^Roy C. Stedman, Jesus Teaches on Prayer, Word Books, Publishers,
Waco, Texas), p. 1.
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And who starts the face-to-face conversation? The Lord: John makes
that clear in 4:19, "We love Him because He first loved us."^*^ He is the
prime mover in salvation, the gift of faith, and the initiation of prayer.
In prayer, He makes known to one what is His will so that one can ask for
what He longs to give. He calls one into His presence because He has the
answer to one's needs and questions. "If we ask anything according to His
will. He hears us."^^ One's assurance that He hears one is that He is the
who who asked for the conversation. He would not call one to prayer and
then refuse to listen or be inattentive to our prayers. That's the
confidence, boldness, we have: Prayer is one's response to His call. In the
time of face-to-face communion, He makes clear what it is that one is to
ask for when He comes to us to help us fulfill one's needs.
So when one does ask, it is with the confidence that one is asking for
what He is prepared to release for one.
And if one knows that He hears one, whatever one asks, one knows
that one has the petition that one has asked of Him. One knows
before one asks because the content of one's asking has been
guided by Him. The same assurance had been stated by John earlier
in his epistle. And by this we know that we are of the truth, and
shall assure our hearts before Him. For if our heart condemns us,
God is greater than our heart, and knows all things. Beloved, if
our heart desires, whatever we ask, we receive from Him because we
keep His commandments and do those things that are pleasing in His
sight. And this is His commandment: that we should believe on
the name of His Son Jesus Christ^^^^’^^ love one another, as He gave
us commandment (I John 3:19-23).
The basics of prayer have been given already in the commandment.
The Lord reminds us of this as He calls one into prayer and then as the
^*^John 4:19.
^^William Barclay, The Daily Study Bible Series, Luke (Philadelphia,




instigative agent of prayer, spells out the specific details of the
commandment to believe and love in particular situations.
C. Inspiration Comes from Him
The third passage of scripture which confirmed for the researcher this
truth that prayer starts with God is Romans 8:26-30. This particular passage
affirms that the inspiration for praying comes from Him. Again the Spirit
of the Lord, the present Christ, is the initiator of the desire, content, and
assurance of prayer. Note how Paul developed the same sublime theme.
"Likewise the Spirit also helps in our weaknesses. For we do not know what
we should pray for as one ought, but the Spirit Himself makes intercession
for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. Now He who searches the
hearts knows what the mind of the Spirit is, because He makes intercession
for the saints according to the will of God. And one knows that all things
work together for good to those who love God, to those who are the called
according to His purpose. For whom He fore knew. He also predestined to be
conformed to the image of his Son, that He might be the first born among
many brethren. Moreover, whom He predestined, these He also called; whom
He called, these He also justified; and whom He justified, these he also
glorified.
The full impact of this is realized by starting at the end. We are
called and appointed to belong to the Lord. That election and call was




That's where it all began. The Lord, singled one out to belong to Him. As
His children. He wants one to accept His love lavishly given on the cross
and offered in His own presence in His Spirit. He wants to make one like
Himself. That requires the quality of face-to-face communion which is
Prayer. His desire is for all things in one's life to work together to
accomplish the plan He has for each of us. That plan is His will for one.
The word, thelima is used in Greek for "will" in this passage. It means
desire. The Lord has a desire for all of one, and purpose for one to
accomplish. But he does not leave one, after one is born again, with no
training or help in accomplishing this purpose of being conformed into His
own image. He invades our subconscious with preconscious longings and
urgings which are manifested in the conscious desire to pray, seeking His
desires for one. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are one. The
Spirit is the reigning glorified Christ with us. This is what Paul made
undeniably clear to the Galatians. "And because you are sons, God has sent
forth the Spirit of His Son into your crying out, "Abba, Father I
(Galatians 4:6). The Spirit of the Son comes to one in one's weaknesses.
He calls us to prayer and then gives us the "groanings which cannot be
uttered." It is my understanding that the groanings are the preconscious
longings which He eventually articulates through one in helping one to put
into words what He wants one to pray. It is not that the intercession is
done for one for that would deny the cooperation with the Lord for which we
were created. At first, the invasion of the Spirit produces the longing to




what to pray, He provides that also. Because He knows our hearts and is
the heart of the Lord, He brings them into congruity. His purpose is to
bring one's desires into alignment with His desires so one can ask for that
which one will be part of all things working together for God.
All these passages that the researcher has shared with you are the basis
for everything else he wants to say about prayer. Hold that basic thought.
It will be woven through all that will be discussed later. Prayer starts
with God. One's desire to pray is the result of His call to prayer. He has
something to say. One's responsibility is to listen to what Ife wants to
give us for one's problems and potentials. He will make it clear. Then we
can say with boldness:
I sought the Lord, and afterward I knew He moved my soul to seek
Him, seeking me; It was not I that found, 0 Savior true, no , I was
found of Thee.^b
II. Eight Steps to Effective Prayer
Successful prayer is not measured by how much one get from God, but
how much of Him get into one and our daily circumstances and relationships.
Prayer is not a "gimme game" but a grace gift. It is not being able to
convince God of what one ought to have, but allowing Him to convince us of
what one needs and He is ready to give.
That's the significant truth Jesus taught His disciples when they came
to Him with the request, "Lord, teach us to pray"^^ (Luke 11:1). His





response was to give them an example of prayer in what one has called the
Lord’s Prayer. In it one discovers the steps of effective prayer. And then
to drive home the context in which these steps were to be realized, the
Lord gave several parables which stressed God's availability, His readiness
to hear and respond, and His desire to give us Himself.
He startles one with the parable of the importune friend who goes to a
neighbor seeking bread at midnight and is refused at first and then, because
of his persistence, is granted his request. No such importunity is
necessary with God. Jesus says, "And I say to you, ask it will be given
you; seek, and you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For
every one who asks receives, arid he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks
it will be opened"^^ (Luke 11:9-10). The gracious generosity of God is
established as the ambience in which one prays.
In the power of the Spirit, the Lord comes to one and says, "Behold,
I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door,
18
I will come in to him and dine with him, and he with me" (Rev. 3:20).
As the honored guest of one's heart, He shows one how to pray. He created
us and knows how crucial it is that one's capacity of desire be directed
19
creatively. Emerson said, "prayer is the soul's sincere desire." Desire
marshals our energies and prioritizes what one thinks is important. That's
why the Lord wants to shape one's desires as He guides one's prayers.
^^Luke, 11:9-10.
^^Revelations, 3:20.
James L. Massey, When Thou Prayest, Anderson Indiana Warner Press,
Inc., 1978, p. 96.
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One is desiring all the time and, therefore, is really praying all the
time. One needs prolonged times with the Lord so that one can experience
the reorientation of one's desires around His desires for one.
Robert Murry M'Cheyne said something which has radically changed my
conception of how this works. He said, "If I could hear Christ praying for
me in the next room, I would not fear a million enemies. Yet distance makes
20
no difference. He is praying for me." Profound prayer is listening in on
one's Lord's Prayers for one and then praying after Him what He has modeled
for us to pray. Prayer is not getting the Lord's attention, but allowing
Him to lead one in praying for what He is more ready to give than we may be to
ask.
The essence of this quality of prayer was to be illustrated to me
through a personal experience. He said tenderly to his father, "I really
appreciate all you have done for him, but my deepest desire is just to be
with you. . . I want to become like you, Dad." That's the dominant desire
the Lord creates within us for our prayers. And then one is ready to hear
from Him how to pray. In my experience, He leads one through the following
eight steps of effective conversation; adoration, contrition, thanksgiving,
commitment, meditation, intercession, and supplication, dedication.
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All great praying begins with adoration. God does not need one's
praise as much as one needs to give it. Praise is like a thermostat that
opens the heart to flow in communion with God. Allowing God's name is
enumerating His attributes. When one thinks magnificently about God's
nature, one becomes open to experience afresh His glory in one's life.
There can be no deep exchange with another person until we have established
22
the value of that person to one. Just as profound conversation with
another person results from one's communicating that person's worth to one,
so too, one becomes receptive to what God wants to do in one's lives when
one has taken time to tell Him what He means to one. Everything depends on
adoration. Tell God what He means to you, pour out one's heart in unhurried
moments of exultation. Allow Him to remind one of aspects of His nature
one needs to claim in the subsequent steps of prayer. Don't forget He is
the leader of the conversation. The more we praise the Lord, the more one
will be able to think His thoughts after Him throughout one's prayer. He
loosens the tissues of one's brains to become channels of His Spirit.
The researcher feels that a good way to capture the power of praise is to
read the Psalms. He has found that a creative two-week adoration assurance is
21
Douglas V. Steire, Dimensions of Prayer, (Harper & Row, New York,
1963), p. 69.
2 2
Avenel Brooks, Treasury of Familiar Quotations, (Crown Publishers,
Inc., New York, 1976), p. 62.
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to read Psalms 95 through 108, one each day as a prelude to his own praise.
They reestablished his trust in God's power, providence, and all-knowing
love. The point is that God wants one to enjoy HimI He delights to bless
us when one lets go of one's worries and fears in unfetted praise.
B. Contrition
The heights of one's adoration prepares one for the depths of confession.
The researcher sees the second step of prayer as contrition. Once one has
beheld the holiness of God, one becomes aware of one's need to talk to Him
about anything one has done or said that has denied His plan and purpose
for one.
The secret of confession is to allow the Lord to guide one. Confession
in Hebrew means to know, point out, or acknowledge. In Greek, the word is
23
homologes, "to say the same after." This suggests to me that authentic
confession is to allow the Lord to press to the deeper levels of one's life to
point out what He wants one to confess. So often one rehearses the surface
failures. He digs deeper into the motive of one's rebellious hearts. Often
things which one decided to hide or equivocate became the focus of His all¬
knowing eye. Confession is to say, "Lord, show me anything which you see
this is standing between you and me or between me and any other human being which
24
needs to be confessed, or said after you." Sin means to miss the mark.
What one considers one's sins may be far less serious than what the Lord wants
Douglas V. Steire, Dimensions of Prayer, (Harper & Row, New York,
1963), p. 71.
^^Staunton E. Smith Perkins, Satan in the Pulpit, (SES Development Co.,
Rocky Mount, N. C., 1981), p. 29.
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to cleanse from us. It is an awesome experience to allow the Lord to show
one oneself. One cannot take the shock apart from His love which will not
let us go.
C. Thanksgiving
The next step which flows naturally, is thanksgiving. Thanksgiving is
not just listing one's blessings, but acknowledging the greatest blessing
of all the unmerited grace of the cross. The cross revealed the forgiving
heart of God; the resurrection was His vindication and validation of Christ's
atonement for one's sins.
The researcher wishes to point out even in thanksgiving the Spirit of the
Lord leads one just as He did in adoration and confession. He brings to one's
remembrance all that He has done for one. One can be often tempted to take
the Lord's blessings for granted. One sometimes forgets to say thanks. He
knows that the attitude of gratitude is the key to greatness. The more one
thanks God for who He is and what He does for one, the more He is able to
bless us further.
D. Conmiltment
The researcher has discovered that thanksgiving prepares him to commit
all his problems and needs to the Lord. A survey of the past goodness of
the Lord led him to a confidence of trusting his relationships and
responsibilities to Him. He views commitment as the fourth step of
effective prayer.
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He cannot stress too much the crucial importance of this step of
prayer. Commitment is the missing ingredient of contemporary Christianity
and the reason so many miss the power of prayer. Many persons believe in
the Lord, but have never made a commitment of their lives to Him. They are
running their own lives. Prayer becomes a kind of magic to get God to do
what we think is best for our lives. When crisis strike, those same persons
are tempted to run to the Lord for help. It is usually to get His
assistance to do what they have planned.
Whenever the researcher talks with people who are experiencing a lack
of power in their prayers or seldom sense the presence of the Lord, so
often the cause is traced back to the absence of complete commitment.
E. Meditation
Commitment is followed by meditation. This is creative listening.
When one unfolds all of one's needs before the Lord and listen attentively.
He will speak through the scriptures, one's thoughts, and one's inner
feelings. When one honestly says, "Lord, what do you want me to do?" He
answers, "The psalmist had that assurance. The meditation of my heart shall
bring understanding"^^ (Psalms 49.3).
In the process of meditation, the most complicated problem yields to
solution. One given wisdom and insight, could not be achieved alone.
25Psalms, 41:3.
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F. Intercession and Supplication
The researcher has stressed meditation because it transforms the next two
steps of prayer—intercession and supplication. Without meditation, prayers
for others and oneself will be ineffective and lacking in power.
Prolonged meditation about the needs of people give us the content of
our prayers of intercession. As priests of the Lord one has authority to
go to Him about people and bring His assurance and courage to them. "You
26
are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood" (1 Peter, 2:9). One's
calling to be priests armed with the power of intercessory prayer goes back
to the strategy of God given to Moses at Mount Sinai. The Lord declared
that he wanted all His people to cooperate with Him in accomplishing His
purposes through prayer for others.
The secret of how to intercede for others comes from Christ. Hebrew
7:25 above shows us the way. "Therefore He is also able to save to the
uttermost, those who come to God through Him, since He ever lives to make
27
intercession for them." In one's prayers for others, one's task is to
listen in on His intercession. What would He pray for the people on one's
heart? He reveals that in one's meditation. Then one can pray with both
authority and confidence. To pray for another person in Christ's name
means by His power, but also through His guidance of what to pray. He
gives us that discernment for our priesthood as intercessors.
Prayer for one's own needs is done in the same assurance. It is as




"Dear friend, you've told me about your concern, committed them to me and
have asked how to pray. Now this is what I want for you." The One who
said, "I will never leave or foresake you" will not leave us confused or
without direction of our prayers of supplication.
G. Dedication
Finally, the researcher believes dedication to be the last step of
effective praying the Lord leads us to. He says, "Will you dare to
implement your part in what I have guided to pray?" One's actions either
confirm or contradict what He has led one to pray. Dedication is the
action step of effective prayer.
The researcher is convinced that the reason prayer becomes shallow
and eventually hollow is because one resists the follow-through required.
Many times one returns with the same personality difficulties because one
is shown things about one character which required change and one resisted
III. Prayer is a Way of Living
The story is told of a man who went to see his pastor. He wanted to
see his advice as to how to handle the mounting pressure in his life. He
knew he believed in God, so he asked him to tell him about his prayer life
He told the pastor that he had decided years ago to spend a period each
morning in prayer and Bihle study. He said it was that it did not last
through the day. He mentioned the fact that things got so hurried at work
that there was no time to get away from it all to pray.
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The pastor, after hearing him, suggested that he learn to pray his
way through the day right on the job. He described the secret of prayer
without ceasing and how to retreat into the living center of his own soul
. 28sanctuary.
The message that pastor sought to leave with one, was one good for all.
One thinks with people around them, why not pray?
One often talks about the power of brief arrows of prayer for wisdom,
guidance, and help. The researcher suggests that one send an arrow of prayer
to God for the people, problems and perplexities which is causing tension.
When things get tough, all one needs to do is to claim that the Lord is
present with him. Christ is the Lord of all life, that for Him there is no
division between the sacred and the secular.
Marcus Aurelius once said, "The soul is dyed with the color of its
29
leisure thoughts." This researcher says that the soul is dyed with one
momentary thought all through the day. The author of Proverbs was right,
30
"As we think in our hearts, so are we" (Proberbs, 23:7). One becomes
what one thinks about all the time and if the Lord is given access to one's
thoughts in only a brief time of prayer each day, one will become more than
the person He intends us to be.
28
Douglas V. Steire, Dimensions of Prayer, (Harper & Row, New York,
1963), p. 96.
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De Caussade states that every Christian wants what he calls the three
Es of abundant living; energy, efficiency, and endurance. He says there is
31
a longing to receive the energy of the Holy Spirit for our needs.
The researcher finds the writing of Paul in direct correlation with the
presupposition. Paul gives three admonitions which cover all these needs in
one's life. The cover of the whenever, wherever, and the whatever of our
experience of praying is through all one's hours. The researcher offers
what is felt to be a practical, biblical guide for making all of life a
prayer:
Whenever: "Pray without ceasing" (I Thessalonians 5:17).
Whenever: "I will therefore that men pray every where, lifting
up holy hands, without wrath and doubting." (I Timothy
2:8) .
Whatever: "Rejoice in the Lord always: and again I say. Rejoice.
Let your moderation be known unto all men. The Lord is
at hand. Be careful for nothing; but in every thing
by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let
your requests be made known unto God. And the peace
of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus."
(Philippians A:4-7)
This researcher wants to consider each of these with you, plumbing the
depths of what they can mean.
A. The Whenever of Prayer
One is invited to talk to the Lord and listen to Him to draw on His
energy, efficiency, and endurance all the time, in all places, and in all
O 1
Jean Pierre De Caussade, Abandonment to the Divine Providence,
Garden City, N. J., Doubleday, 1975, p. 87.
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circumstances. Some penetrating questions are helpful. Is there any time
when God is unavailable? Is there any place where He is not? Is there any
circumstance one could handle better without Him? Experience has taught,
the answer to all these questions is an emphatic "NoI" Prayer without
ceasing is built on that strong conviction.
The challenge to pray whenever, in all times, becomes not only a
source of strength for very moment, but also a good basis of making one's
choices about life style and associations. Must God be excluded? Then its
best not to do it.
"Whenever" prayer opens every moment to the resources of the Lord.
He offers us His gifts: grace, faith, wisdom, discernment, and Insight.
The fruit of the Spirit is provided. Love, joy, peace, long suffering,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control (Galatians 5:22-
32
23). One should never feel lonely because one is never alone.
B. The Wherever of Prayer
Paul challenged people to pray everywhere. That covers the whole
range of life's experiences. Alone, with people, at home, on the job
making money or making love, on vacation or in the battles of life. Psalm
139 describes David's experience of the "everywhereness" of the Lord:
Whither shall I go from thy spirit? or whither shall I flee from
thy presence? IF I ascend up into heaven, though art there: if I




of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea; Even
there shall thy hand lead me, and thy right hand shall hold me.
If I say Surely the darkness shall cover me; even the night shall
be light about me. Yea, the darkness hideth not from thee; but
the night shineth as the day: the darkness and the light are both
alike to thee.^^
The Lord of all life is not only always available for prayer, but He
is inescapable. And in each moment He is calling one into prayer so that
His best can be given to one and the people around them.
C. Whatever of Prayer
Paul's third admonition is to pray in all things. This is the
"whatever" of continuous prayer. "Be anxious for nothing, but in everything,
by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests be made
34
known to God" (Philippians 4:6). This is what George Tyrell called
"a life of friendship with God," In this friendship, one could depend on
the Lord to be with one in whatever happens.
In all the whenever, wherever, and whatever dimensions of living life
as a prayer, the purpose is not just to get out of difficulties or solve
problems or deal with troublesome people. All that will happen, but the
greater result will be that one will come to know and love one's God more
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DIRECTIONS: Please answer the following questions by marking an "X"
in the parenthesis () which best describes your being and
situation. Where a line is provided, write in your response.
Please answer only those questions that apply to you.
1. Are you a male ( ) or a female ( )?
2, You are —
25 years old or younger ( )
26 - 35 years of age ( )
36 - 45 years of age ( )
46 - 55 years of age ( )
56 - 65 years of age ( )
66 or more years ( )3.What is your highest level of education?
Less than a high school diploma ( )
A High School Diploma ( )
A Bachelor Degree (Specify)
A Master Degree (Specify)
A Doctoral Degree ( )
Other (Specify) ________________4.What is your Marital Status?
Married ( ) Single ( ) Engaged ( )
Separated ( ) Divorced ( ) Widowed ( )
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DIRECTIONS: Please decide on each of the following statements in light of
your own beliefs and values. There are no right or wrong re¬
sponses; the uncertainties or the anxieties about the general
state of attitudes for you will be determined by the ways you
see yourself in relation to the options and alternatives and
the decisions you will care to make. This is the chief busi¬
ness of the predisposition to respond in a favorable or an
unfavorable way to objects, persons, concepts, or whatever.
Therefore, from the scale below, select the code number that
best describes your agreement with the statement on attitude.
If you agree completely with the item, circle a one (1). If
you disagree completely with an item, circle a five (5). If
you are neutral regarding the statement, circle a three (3).
If your reaction to the statement is between "Full Agreement
and Neutral" circle a two (2). Similarly, if your reaction
to the statement is between "Neutral and Complete Disagree¬
ment", then circle a four (4).















God is the implementor of Prayer. 1234
Inspiration comes from experiencing difficulties. 1234
Prayer is most sincere when conditions are most 1234
severe.
One should pray for more strength, rather than for 1234
the absence of difficulties.
Prayer is intimately associated with the liberation 1234
struggles of people.
In prayer, there is no human condition Jesus cannot 1234
meet; He is the answer to all of life's needs, frus¬
trations, and problems.
Prayer is a celebration of direct communication 1234
with God.
Reverence is an essential condition of sincere prayer. 1
In Prayer, the attitude of humility necessitates
complete submission to one's circumstances.


















7411.When I pray, I am more conscious of the direct
presence of God and the interventions of Christ.
1 2 3 4 5
12. Prayer is essentially a form of judgment to which
we subject ourselves in the presence of God.
13. The art of prayer involves listening to God.
14. Generally, people pray out of sense of human need
rather than a sense of gratitude for one's bless¬
ings.
15. Prayer begins with adoration.
16. The height of adoration prepares us for the depths
of our confession.
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
17. The lack of prayer means we take God for granted. 12345
18. Prayer becomes more powerful when we are committed 12345
to its cause.
19. The personal practice of prayer should be scheduled 12345
at a particular time of day,
20. At times when I most feel that God has abandoned me, 12345
my prayers assure me that God's love is unchanging
and that God speaks to us in many ways.
21. When I pray, I could not enjoy my prayers unless I 12345
believe that God is absolutely good.
Has your concept of prayer changed in any fashion recently?
If so, share with us the cause of this change.
Kindly offer any additional comments concerning your opinions of/or Prayer.
Thank you.
APPENDIX D
PRAYERS WRITTEN BY SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS
BEFORE THE SEMINAR
0 God I praise your name. I am humbled by your divine presence. I
come to you knowing that you know what is best for me. Make me strong in
your way. These things I ask in Jesus’ name.
Amen
Heavenly Father, thank you for being always ready to hear me. I
know you are listening every time I pray. No matter where I am, I can
always talk to you. Heavenly Fatehr, I know you hear my prayers. Thank
you. Heavenly Father for being with me always, as my God, as my friend.
In Jesus' name.
Amen
Heavenly Father, so many times I have come to you in prayer. You
listened to me. My God, I know you speak to me also. God, I'm listening
to you. I'm your tool, your arm, your hand. Speak to me, my Heavenly




PRAYERS WRITTEN BY SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS
DURING THE SEMINAR
Heavenly Father, I thank you for the opportunity that you have given
men to see another day. I thank you for sparing my life and the lives of
my loved ones. I ask you Lord to make us stronger so we might be able to
uplift your name and allow others to see that you are alive in us. We
ask your blessings on those in need and on those who have not yet found
their way. Give them courage and conviction to come to you and to turn
their lives over to you for they may let others see your glory. These
things I ask in Jesus name.
Amen
Father in Heaven, I thank you for the chance to praise you and
glorify your name once again. I ask you now father, to strengthen me so
that I may become more of what you want me to be, and so I may do the
things you desire me to do. Bless me 0 Lord, and bless my family. And if
it be your will, allow us to see a new day. In Thy Son Jesus name.
Amen
Father, I come to you praising your name for all that you are in my
life. You are my rock when things are bad, my salvation when I feel that I
can no longer endure, you are that strong shoulder when I am in need of
support, you lift me up when I fall down, you are always there when others
have foresaken me. For all that you've done, I give you praise and glory.
I ask you now Lord to make me stronger, to banish my inhibitions that I may
be able to let my light so shine that others will look at one and see that
you live in me. I have not yet reached perfection and sometimes I have
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lost connection, but I've tried. Lord, help me to become all that you have
me to be, in Jesus name.
Amen
PRAYERS WRITTEN BY SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS
AFTER THE SEMINAR
God in heaven, creator of the universe, and all knowing how great
thou art.' You are in the power of a thunder storm and the gentle breath of
a summer breeze. When I think of how you know-all, see-all, and can do-
all, I am overwhelmed with awe. Take me in your hands, 0 Lord, for I am
Your child.
Amen
0 Lord, when I think of how Jesus suffered and died on the cross, I
am shamed. Precious blood was shed because of my sinful ways. Lord, for¬
give me. Help me to overcome those worldly temptations that only betray me
in the end. Help me. Lord, to pull away from sin and live in your way.
Help me. Lord, to commit myself to your service and to Christian life.
Help me. Lord.
Amen
You remembered me. Lord, when I woke up. You remembered me when I
went through my day. You remembered me when I sinned, and you remembered
me on your cross, on Mount Calvary. You remembered to give me exactly what
I need. Thank you God, for remembering me.
Amen
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